Evidence for competition and cooperation among climbing plants
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A plant’s best strategy for acquiring resources may often depend on the identity of neighbours. Here, I ask whether plants adjust their strategy to local relatedness: individuals may cooperate (reduce competitiveness) with kin but compete relatively intensely with non-kin. In a greenhouse experiment with Ipomoea hederacea, neighbouring siblings from the same inbred line were relatively uniform in height; groups of mixed lines, however, were increasingly variable as their mean height increased. The reproductive yield of mixed and sibling groups was similar overall, but when adjusted to a common mean height and height inequality, the yield of mixed groups was significantly less. Where this difference in yield was most pronounced (among groups that varied most in height), mixed groups tended to allocate more mass to roots than comparable sibling groups, and overall, mixed groups produced significantly fewer seeds per unit mass of roots. These results suggest that, from the group perspective, non-kin may have wasted resources in below-ground competition at the expense of reproduction; kin groups, on the other hand, displayed the relative efficiency that is expected of reduced competitiveness.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most plants live in social groups, where neighbours interact in competition for above- and below-ground resources. Furthermore, because of limited dispersal, interacting plants are often close genealogical relatives [1]. The effect of relatedness on the outcome of intraspecific competition could inform two important perspectives in evolutionary ecology. One view is that a group of related (and thus phenotypically correlated) plants will inevitably suffer more competition and a lower reproductive yield than a more diverse group that is able to partition resources (e.g. [2]). This idea plays a key role in hypotheses for the evolution of sex [3,4] and outcrossing [5] and has received some support in plant ecology (e.g. [6–8] and references therein).

However, a plant’s access to resources might also depend on its relative allocation to costly competitive traits, and from this perspective, local relatedness can have the opposite effect on group yield. When relatedness is low, self-interested individuals can outcompete their neighbours by taking a larger share of resources, often leading to an escalation of selfishness at the expense of group productivity (a ‘tragedy of the commons’; reviewed by Rankin et al. [9]). When relatedness is high, on the other hand, individuals share an interest in the group’s productivity. In this case, cooperation (reduced selfishness) can be favoured because cooperators save the cost of competitive traits and also gain indirectly, by promoting the reproduction of relatives ([10]; see also [11]). Current examples of the ‘tragic’ nature of plant competition involve escalated allocation to roots and a correlated decline in reproduction among non-self competitors (e.g. [12–14]). Allocation to plant height in competition over light may be similarly costly (reviewed by Schmitt [15]), and in fact, artificial selection to minimize height in agricultural crops clearly demonstrates a collective benefit of reduced selfishness [16,17]. Similar examples of naturally selected cooperation among plants remain to be discovered.

Cooperation might be detected experimentally if plants have the ability to adjust their competitiveness to the relatedness of neighbours. At one extreme, individual organs should detect and avoid competition with other parts of the same individual, a type of self-recognition and coordination that appears common (reviewed by Novoplansky [18]). More uncertain is whether plants can recognize and adaptively coordinate their behaviour with physiologically separate kin. Some studies report higher reproductive yield in kin versus non-kin groups (e.g. [19–21]) without explicitly considering plasticity in resource allocation. Others find plasticity in below- and above-ground traits to the relatedness of neighbours (e.g. [22,23]) without measuring reproductive consequences.

Here, I study the effects of manipulating relatedness and light competition on root growth, plant height and lifetime reproductive yield in groups of the ivyleaf morning glory (Ipomoea hederacea). Morning glory, a climbing vine with gravity-dispersed seeds, is appropriate for a study of plasticity in competitive behaviour because its evolutionary history probably includes competition with siblings (when maternal plants grow vertically) and non-siblings (when maternal plants grow laterally). The resource-partitioning hypothesis may or may not involve plasticity in allocation, but it predicts that non-sibling...
groups will have higher yield than sibling groups. The recognition–cooperation hypothesis, on the other hand, predicts that: (i) the mean allocation to height and/or root growth in non-sibling groups will be greater than in sibling groups and (ii) as a consequence, sibling groups will have a higher yield than non-siblings. Because plant yield typically depends on measures of plant size [24–26], I also examine the reproductive allometry of groups, testing whether yield with respect to mean plant height (herein ‘reproductive allocation’) depends on relatedness. I focus on the yield of groups (specifically, the mean yield of plants in a group) because similar analyses at the level of individual plants become difficult to interpret if genotypes (families) differ in size and competitive ability (cf. [27]). For example, individuals from a competitively dominant genotype may yield the most seeds when dominating non-kin groups, but the yield of non-kin groups as a whole could nevertheless suffer (relative to kin groups) because of escalated allocation to competitive traits. In fact, the extent of size inequality within groups may act as an index of competitive dominance [28], which could also predict group yield [29]. I therefore use size inequality to refine the allometric approach described above: I test for an effect of relatedness on mean yield as a function of both the mean and the variability in the height of neighbouring plants.

2. METHODS
(a) Greenhouse experiment

The experiment was performed at the University of Toronto, where plants were grown from seed in September of 2008 until January of 2009. All I. hederacea seeds used in the experiment were the progeny of one of three inbred lines, herein referred to as black, blue and red. The lines were originally collected from adjacent populations in North Carolina, USA, and then self-fertilized and bred by single-seed descent for three generations in a common greenhouse environment (by J. R. Stinchcombe, University of Toronto). It follows that seeds from the same inbred line are siblings with a high level of genetic similarity. Seeds were sown at constant density in pots of either three siblings or three non-siblings (one seed from each of the three lines; herein ‘mixed’ pots). All pots were the same size (12.7 cm circumference) and contained the same soil medium (80% Promix BX, 20% Profile ceramic conditioner and Osmocote fertilizer at 4 ml l\(^{-1}\)). On each of seven tables in the greenhouse, 15 pots were uniformly arranged (at least 18 cm apart) and assigned to a relatedness treatment in a randomized block design (each table was a block). Pots were assigned so that on every table, each of the sibling pot types (black, blue and red) appeared at least twice. The second factor, stake ownership, was assigned in an alternating fashion: every second pot on a table was assigned to the ‘shared-stake’ condition, and directly adjacent locations were assigned to the ‘own-stake’ condition. Shared-stake groups had a single wooden stake fixed next to the pot on which all three plants entwined; own-stake groups had three stakes, one for each plant, spaced 16 cm apart (stakes were outside of pots so that root interactions were left undisturbed). The purpose of this treatment was to give sharing plants a stronger signal of light competition (via shading) than plants with their own stake (after Weiner [30]).

Throughout the growing period, lighting and day length depended on the ambient conditions, although supplemental lighting (5 h mid-day) was provided during germination and fruiting stages. Temperature was held as close to room temperature as possible, and all pots were watered similarly, as a group. By the end of the experiment (accounting for the loss of some pots, missing at random), there were 52 mixed groups (24 low and 28 high shoot competition) and 48 sibling groups (24 low and 24 high shoot competition).

(b) Data collection and analysis

Plants flowered and autonomously self-fertilized in the greenhouse, and fruits were later collected (and seed yield counted) as the plants senesced. Each vine was then clipped at the soil level, and its (uncoiled) length was measured. In cases where plants had multiple vines, the sum of all vine lengths was used to measure the total plant height. I refer to this total as ‘plant height’.

Roots of the three plants per pot could not be untangled, but the combined root mass was measured as an index of the group’s below-ground biomass allocation. Because of time limitations, I measured roots from a particular subset of pots: 21 mixed pots were paired with a sibling pot (10 blue, 11 red) that produced the most similar mean plant height (and pots were paired only if the match was within 5 cm). This sampling design was meant to match groups that were in similar overall condition. Pairs were always treated similarly during the harvesting process: they were washed of all soil at the same time and by the same observer, later dried together in a forced convection oven (30 °C for 120 h) and then weighed. Although relatedness treatments were not randomized within each pair, I treat each pair as a block because they form natural groupings of experimental units.

I used analysis of variance to test for effects of relatedness and stake ownership on the mean height, height inequality, and mean yield of plants in a group. To measure the degree of height inequality, I used the coefficient of variation (CV; s.d./mean), which is commonly used for this purpose (e.g. [31,32]). When testing for treatment effects on the CV in height, I used the mean height of plants in a group as a covariate, and all models also included the blocking factor ‘table’. Residual analyses indicated that, for these data, linear models with a normally distributed error provided a satisfactory fit, and no transformations were necessary.

Allometric analyses of seed yield were performed at the level of individual plants (details in the electronic supplementary material) and, in the main text, at the level of plant groups (pots). The mean yield of plants in a group was modelled as a function of ‘table’ (block), relatedness, mean plant height and the CV in height (covariates), and both relatedness-by-covariate interactions. A scatterplot of mean seed yield against mean plant height showed a linear relationship but increasing variability as the number of seeds increased (indicating Poisson data). For all allometric analyses, I therefore used generalized linear models with a Poisson error distribution and an identity link function, fit by maximum likelihood. Inspection of residuals confirmed that such models produced a satisfactory fit to the data.

Finally, to test for an effect of relatedness on groups’ allocation to roots, I estimated the mean difference in root mass among the matched pairs of sibling and mixed groups. A t-test was used to determine whether the mean difference was significantly different from zero, and I used multiple regression to test whether the size of the difference
Table 1. Results from models of above-ground growth responses to stake ownership and relatedness treatments. All models also include ‘table’ as a blocking factor (not shown). Effect sizes (with 95% CI) give the mean difference in least-squares means between treatment levels (estimated by a Student’s t-test), or, for the covariate in c, a linear regression coefficient. (Notes: Total sample size was 100 groups. Stake ownership had no significant effect in c and was removed for simplicity. The interaction from c is plotted in figure 1. Statistically significant effects are in bold.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>response variable</th>
<th>explanatory variables</th>
<th>$F_{1,99}$</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) height of tallest vine</td>
<td>stake ownership</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>own &gt; shared; 2.5 cm (−8.1, 13.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relatedness</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>mix &gt; sibs; 10.6 cm (0.07, 21.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stake ownership × relatedness</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) mean height</td>
<td>stake ownership</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>shared &gt; own; 3.8 cm (−5.7, 13.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relatedness</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>mix &gt; sibs; 6.2 cm (−3.2, 15.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stake ownership × relatedness</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) height inequality (CV)</td>
<td>relatedness</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>mix &gt; sibs; 0.18 (0.12, 0.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean height</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.002 (0.0007, 0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean height × relatedness</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in root mass varied with the mean plant height and/or mean height inequality of pairs. I also tested for a difference in the seed yield per unit of root mass between matched sibling and mixed groups, in this case, using a paired t-test. Yield per unit of root mass was square-root transformed to stabilize variation in the distribution of residuals.

All statistical analyses in the main text were performed with JMP 8 (SAS Institute). Throughout the results, any significant treatment-by-covariate interactions were further studied with separate regression analyses at each treatment level and presented as either the predicted values from these whole models or as partial regressions on each predictor variable. Where partial regressions are plotted, I use leverage plots, which show the independent effect of a given predictor variable while holding all others fixed. Parameter estimates are reported as: estimate (lower 95% confidence value, upper value).

3. RESULTS

(a) Plant height and height inequality

If related plants limited allocation to growing tall in competition for light, then sibling groups in the shared-stake condition may have had: (i) shorter average height than mixed groups on shared stakes and (ii) similar average height to groups in the own-stake condition. These predictions translate to an interaction between relatedness and stake ownership for measures of plant height. However, there was no evidence for such an interaction on the height of the tallest vine in a pot, and, overall, stake ownership had no detectable effects on plant height (table 1). It remains possible that treatment groups differed in stem elongation (i.e. plants of the same height may have differed in stem mass), but measures of above-ground biomass would be needed to test for these effects.

There was a large and unexpected difference among genotypes in the mean height of plants in sibling groups (least-squares (LS) means, after accounting for ‘table’: blue: 106.8 cm (92.8, 120.9); red: 75.2 cm (61.3, 89.2); black: 62.3 cm (48.1, 76.5)). These differences largely predicted plant height in mixtures, where a plant from the blue genotype was tallest in all but four cases. Overall, relatedness had no significant effect on the mean height of plants in a group (table 1b), but the LS mean height inequality (measured as the CV) was significantly greater in mixed groups (solid line; $p < 0.0001$; estimated slope: 0.0047 (0.003, 0.007)) but not in sibling groups (dashed line; $p = 0.69$; estimated slope: −0.0003 (−0.0002, 0.01)).

(b) Reproductive yield and allometry

There was no evidence for effects of relatedness, stake ownership or their interaction on the mean yield of groups (all $p$-values > 0.8). Figure 2a gives the overall LS mean yields of sibling and mixed groups from this analysis and also indicates the mean yield of individual plants from each relatedness–genotype combination.
These data at the genotype level summarize the full allometric analysis of individual plant yield given in the electronic supplementary material. In contrast to the overall means, sibling groups had significantly higher LS mean yield than mixed groups when considering yield as a function of mean height and the CV in height (where LS means are adjusted to the mean value of the covariates; [33]), and there was evidence for both relatedness-by-covariate interactions (table 2a). These interactions were plotted by fitting two regression planes, one for each level of relatedness, from a multiple regression of yield on both covariates (figure 2b). The figure reveals that the difference in yield between mixed and sibling groups was most pronounced among tall and variable sibling groups and tall and variable mixed groups (see also the partial regression coefficients, given in the caption). To reconcile the results of figure 2a,b, I show in the electronic supplementary material that the distribution of mean height in both mixed and sibling groups was skewed towards groups with a low mean height. This helps to explain why a difference in the overall yield could not be detected, given that the effect of relatedness emerged as mean height increased.

The interacting effects of relatedness and height inequality were further studied by focusing on the reproductive allocation of subordinate plants (the two shortest plants) in sibling and mixed groups (table 2b). The marginal increase in the yield of subordinates with an increase in their mean height was similar for all groups (figure 3a). But while holding their mean height fixed, the yield of subordinates in sibling groups...
but not mixed groups) increased significantly with the group’s height inequality (figure 3b). (Note that the same conclusion holds when using the height of the dominant plant in place of the CV in height). Given that subordinates in mixed groups were almost always from the black and red genotypes, also note that after excluding blue sibling groups and the few exceptional mixed groups (leaving only black and red genotypes in the analysis), all conclusions from figure 3 remain unchanged. Similar analyses (not shown) revealed no effect of relatedness on the reproductive allocation of dominant plants from the blue genotype.

(c) Allocation to roots

Overall, the mean difference in root mass between mixed and sibling groups (paired to match in mean height) was positive but not significantly greater than zero ($t = 1.60; p = 0.12$). However, it might be expected that mixed groups had greater allocation to roots where the difference in yield between sibling and mixed groups was most pronounced (among tall and variable sibling groups and tall and variable mixed groups). The size of the difference in root mass (mixed-sibling pots) did not vary with the average height of the pair ($F_{1,18} = 0.83; p = 0.52$), but it did increase significantly with the average height inequality of the pair (figure 4a). Hence, variable mixed groups tended to yield fewer seeds than variable sibling groups of similar height (e.g. figures 2b and 3b), and within matched pairs of highly variable groups, the mixed groups tended to allocate more to roots. Accordingly, there was strong evidence that mixed groups yielded fewer seeds per unit of root mass than their matched sibling groups (figure 4b).

4. DISCUSSION

Based only on the overall mean yield of kin and non-kin groups, which showed no influence of relatedness, it would appear that the current study cannot distinguish
between the resource partitioning and recognition–cooperation hypotheses. Allometric analyses of group yield, however, revealed a major effect of relatedness: as the mean height and height inequality of groups increased, kin groups tended to yield more seeds than non-kin. I expected that increasing height inequality might negatively affect the reproductive allocation of mixed groups in particular, where one genotype consistently dominated in height. Yet surprisingly, it was the effect of height inequality in sibling groups that accounted for much of the difference in yield between kin and non-kin groups. Increasing height inequality in sibling (but not mixed) groups was associated with an increase in the reproductive allocation of subordinate plants, suggesting that siblings were relatively tolerant of competition with their taller kin, or perhaps that taller plants somehow facilitated the reproduction of shorter siblings. Regardless of the mechanisms involved, it is critical that among kin and non-kin groups with greatest height inequality (where the reproductive advantage of kin groups was pronounced), it was the non-kin groups that tended to allocate more mass to roots. Together, these results are consistent with the recognition–cooperation hypothesis, which predicts higher mean yield in kin groups as a result of avoiding ‘wasteful’ allocation to competitive traits.

The current study builds on evidence that below-ground competition among non-self plants can lead to over-proliferation of roots at the expense of reproduction (e.g. [12–14]) and evidence that kin groups allocate less biomass to roots than comparable non-kin groups [22]. The latter result provides evidence of kin recognition, but without measuring the reproductive consequences of root allocation, it does not necessarily imply cooperation [34–36]. Hence, a main advance of the current study is to link a difference in root allocation between kin and non-kin groups with a correlated difference in group yield. Before discussing further work that is required to understand apparent kin recognition and cooperation among plants, I first consider some alternative interpretations of the data presented here.

(a) **Alternative interpretations**

There was strong evidence that the genotypes used in the current study differed in size (height) and competitive ability. One consequence is that, when considering the yield of individuals (details given in the electronic supplementary material), plants from subordinate genotypes (red and black) can seem to fit the predictions of cooperation (enhanced growth and reproduction with siblings), whereas plants from the dominant genotype (blue) seem to fit the predictions of resource partitioning (enhanced growth and reproduction when dominating mixed groups). Masclaux et al. [27] interpreted similar data from Arabidopsis thaliana in this way, concluding that the outcome of competition depends on the relative competitive abilities of interacting genotypes—not the relatedness of neighbours per se. Certainly, whenever genotypes differ in competitive ability (perhaps owing to slight differences in average growth rates; [21]) and the outcome of competition is measured by individual yield, it is inevitable that a focal genotype can perform better or worse with kin, depending on its competitive ability in mixtures. But nevertheless, it is also possible that plants adjust their competitiveness to the relatedness of neighbours, with consequences for the productivity of the group as a whole. This is the key mechanism of the recognition–cooperation hypothesis, and it is supported by evidence from the current study.

It might appear that mixed groups suffered in productivity simply because they included ‘weak’ genotypes that were dominated by a superior competitor. However, I found that while holding the mean height of subordinate plants from the black and red genotypes fixed, they tended to produce more seeds when growing with a dominant sibling than with a dominant non-sibling of the same height. Given that competitive dominance seems at least partly owing to plant height, this result suggests that subordinate plants did indeed respond to the relatedness of competing neighbours. To fully untangle the effects of plant genotype and relatedness, however, it may be useful to compare the reproductive allometry of plants from a number of genotypes in kin competition, non-kin competition and no-competition environments.

Finally, the difference in yield among kin and non-kin groups could be explained as an inevitable consequence of the relatively large size inequality among non-kin. This inevitable consequence can arise whenever the smallest or largest plants produce a disproportionately small number of seeds for their size [21,37]. For example, in the context of the current study, if the relationship between individual plant height and yield were diminishing, then mixed groups that varied in height would necessarily have lower mean yield than uniform sibling groups of the same mean height (a consequence of Jensen’s inequality; [37]). I confirm in the electronic supplementary material, however, that yield increased nearly linearly with plant height in mixed groups. This suggests that the relatively low mean yield of highly variable non-kin groups was not a simple consequence of their height inequality.

(b) **Future directions**

In addition to those already discussed, the current study suggests a number of avenues for future work. First, because roots could be measured only at the group level (see also [12,22]), the allocation strategies of individual plants remain obscure. It would be useful to characterize the phenotypes of dominant and subordinate plants in kin and non-kin groups, especially focusing on potential confrontation/avoidance behaviours of roots (cf. [38]) and on specific allocation to root types (e.g. fine roots versus main roots). Such individual-level allocation traits would be usefully compared with the biomass allocation of plants grown in the absence of competition; in this way, normal ontogenetic changes in resource allocation can be distinguished from true plasticity to the social environment [39]. Second, it is not yet clear how plants might distinguish kin from non-kin, although recent work implies chemical signalling among neighbouring roots [40]. A strong test of adaptive kin discrimination would involve eliminating such putative signalling mechanisms to induce the expression of ‘inappropriate’ phenotypes (cf. [41]). Interacting kin would then be expected to express a relatively selfish allocation strategy and to produce a lower mean yield than a more cooperative alternative strategy.
Finally, it is important to clarify that kin recognition is not a prerequisite for cooperation among plants. Local relatedness will usually result from limited dispersal [10], and in such contexts, selection can favour indiscriminately cooperation among neighbours. Studies of multilevel selection in plant populations (e.g. [42,43]) suggest that kin groups should indeed be selected to reduce their competitiveness in this way. Still, the appeal of kin recognition is that some species (those that experience variation in local relatedness) may have the ability to acquire additional information about the relatedness of neighbours, and if so, cooperation could be identified by experiment. The data here emphasize that such experiments should involve measures of plants’ allocation to competitive traits along with measures of reproductive success or resource availability. By doing so at the group level, the current study takes a critical step towards identifying strategies that adjust a plant’s competitiveness to its social environment.
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